Z-trolleys

Interster, partner for the CSSD, OR and Investment Solutions

Z-trolleys

The Interster Z-trolleys are specially designed for efficient and ergonomic transport of medical devices on the OR
and CSSD. Interster gives you, due to the special design, maximum flexibility with the Z-trolleys. Due to the specially
designed coupling hook, you can link two single Z-trolleys, which makes it to be transported as one dual Z-trolley.
But also a double Z-trolley belongs to the possibilities.
The standard Z-trolley has a height of 1630 mm and is equipped with nine pairs of U-sections for the purpose of
baskets of 600 x 400 mm. The Z-trolley is equipped with bumpers above the four casters to prevent damage.

Material
The standard open stainless steel trolleys have a standard frame of stainless steel AISI 304 and can be decorated
as desired, with optionally conductors (gap), hooks for manual or mechanical transport, special wheels which are
trolley wash resistant or even sterilizable, bottom plate or roof.

Advantages
Due to the special design, the Z-trolleys can (when they are empty) be pushed into each other, so that the wagons
take up much less space than a traditional trolley. Due to the design, the trolleys are also lighter and thus more
ergonomic to transport. The Z-trolley can be fully customized to your needs. For example, think of two fixed
and two swivel wheels instead of four casters, or wheels made of stainless steel so that the trolley is trolley wash
resistant. Also L-profiles belong to the possibilities and the number of conductors is to be determined freely.
Our Interster employees are glad to inform you about the possibilities!

Article number
Description

3FTPW861670
Standard single
Z-trolley
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Article number
Description

3FTPW861752
Standard double
Z-trolley
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